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Abstract 
An analytical method for the determination of the stress-strain fields in the vicinity of holes in multilayered composites 
has been developed which takes into consideration the influences of a finite outer boundary of the specimen. For the 
verification of the model and its implementation, experimental and numerical studies have been carried out. First 
approaches to combine the developed method as an analytical sub-model in combination with a global finite-element 
structural model are presented. Therefore different inhomogeneous load cases of anisotropic notched composite plates 
were investigated. 
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Lightweight structures made of multilayered composites (MLC) are often weakened by necessary cut-outs, 
for example for various force induction points or feedthroughs, including stress concentrations. Such local 
stresses can often be regarded as design drivers for the whole composite structure. To fully utilize the large 
lightweight design potential of this group of materials, the provision of adapted dimensioning concepts for 
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critical areas like cut-outs and notches is indispensable. The use of numerically based Finite Element (FE)-
modelling techniques in the vicinity of notches is rather unsatisfying since on the one hand the results very 
much depend on the chosen mesh and time-consuming convergence studies have to be carried out, on the 
other hand the notched areas are often very small in comparison to the global structure but the effort to 
calculate adequate FE-results in these areas is disproportionally great. 
To overcome these shortcomings, the presented adapted calculation concept developed for notched areas in 
MLCs offers the chance to be used as an analytical sub-model with finite outer boundary in combination with 
classical FE modelling of the overall structure. A suited procedure and first results are presented within the 
paper. 
 
2. Analytical calculation method and its validation 
As the paper is focused on the validation and the application of the developed analytical calculation 
method being used for the sub-model technique, the theoretical background is described only roughly. More 
detailed information can be found e.g. in Hufenbach et al., 2012. 
 
2.1. Fundamental equations 
For the development of the mathematical model of the notched multilayered plate with finite outer boundaries, 
it is assumed that the specimen is behaving linear-elastically with small deformation gradients and that the 
applied loads induce a plane stress state. Therefore the well known classical laminate theory (CLT) is used to 
describe the structural behavior of the MLC, taking into consideration the extension-bending coupling effect 
occurring in the case of un-symmetric composites. To deal with all possible load-cases in a uniform way, the 
equilibrium of force and moment resultants known from the classic plate theory by Kirchhoff is supplemented 
by the membrane force resultants as known from the membrane problem. By doing so, a so called 
differential equations (PDES), in terms of displacements of the middle-surface u0, v0 and w0 in x-, y- and z-
direction, respectively. 
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with: 
 
iN , iM :  force resultants and moment resultants, 
T
iN , QiN , TiM , QiM : thermal- (T) and media- (Q) related force and moment resultants,
(Aij), (Bij), (Dij):  extensional, extension-bending coupling and bending stiffnesses of multilayered 
composites,
0u , 0v , 0w : displacements of the neutral plane, 
 
and a differential operator matrix  (see Lepper, 1999).  
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For dealing with the PDES, the method of complex-valued potential functions is called upon. Therefore, 
the PDES is equivalently transformed into one partial differential equation of order eight in w0. For the 
solution of this partial differential equation, the following mathematical ansatz is chosen: 
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with four complex potential functions k referring to the four different complex planes k k . The 
complex parameters k  can be obtained as roots of the characteristic equation of the transformed PDES. 
Since it can be shown that of the eight different complex roots of this characteristic equation always two by 
pair have to be conjugated complex for real materials, only four roots have to be taken into account (see 
Lekhnitskii, 1968 and Grüber, 2004). 
The advantage of this approach is that by using the complex potential function k (zk) according to (1), 
these functions automatically fulfill the PDES and only have to be adapted to the given boundary conditions. 
 
2.2. Conformal mappings, boundary conditions and solution method 
To adapt the analytical displacement functions k to the given boundary conditions in the case of different 
circular or elliptical cut-outs, the method of conformal mapping is called upon. More details about the used 
conformal mappings can be found e. g. in Grüber, 2004 or Grüber et al., 2007. 
 
For the development of the analytically based calculation model to be used as a submodel in combination 
with a global FE analysis, a combination of linearly varying edge forces and moments per unit length (Nx, Ny, 
Nxy  Mx, My, Mxy) on the finite outer boundary of a rectangular plate are taken into account for representing 
the  relevant  section forces and section moments derived from the global structural FE analysis (Figure 1). At 
the edge of the notch, the plate shall be loaded by a combination of a constant normal force per unit length Ni 
and a constant bending moment per unit length Mi (Figure 1).  
Figure 1: Boundary conditions on the finite outer boundary and on the cut-out 
 
Finally, to deal with a given problem of a notched plate with finite outer boundary, the actual state of stress is 
decomposed into the three subproblems using the principle of superposition (Figure 2):  
 
I a finite, unnotched plate with the loads on the outer edge, 
II a finite notched plate with loads at the edge of the notch, chosen in such a way that, with 
superposition of I and II, an overall unloaded notch edge results, 
III a finite notched plate with a loaded notch edge according to the given original boundary conditions. 
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Figure 2. Decomposition of the coupled membrane-bending problem by means of superposition 
The solution of subproblem I can be determined elementarily. From this solution, the adapted boundary 
conditions for subproblem II are taken. For the solution of subproblem II and III, the method of conformal 
mapping is applied. After mapping the problem onto the corresponding k -planes, the given boundary 
conditions on the edge of the cut-out as well as the potential functions (1) are expanded into LAURENT series 
on the edge of the unit circle E 
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To determine all coefficients of the LAURENT series (3), additional equations for the outer finite boundary 
are needed. These additional equations are generated by analytical continuation of the potential functions k 
onto the whole area of the notched plate and using a combination of boundary collocation method and least 
squares method on the outer boundary  (see e.g. Xu et al., 1995; Zheng and Xu, 1999; Hufenbach et al., 
2010). More in-depth information about the theoretical background and the used solution methods can also be 
found in e.g. Ukadgaonker and Rao, 2000; Becker, 2000; Grüber, 2004; Grüber et al., 2007. 
 
2.3. Implementation and validation 
Finally, the analytical calculation method developed here is implemented into a calculation tool and can be 
used on standard office PCs.  
 
To verify the presented solution method, a number of experimental and numerical FE studies (with the FE 
systems ANSYS and ABAQUS) have been carried out. The experimentally and numerically determined strain 
fields were compared to those calculated by using the developed analytical methods. The material data of the 
notched plate used in these studies were experimentally identified from multilayered [0/90]s-GF/PP-plates. 
The bidirectionally reinforced single lamina, consisting of knitted fabrics, was made from hybrid glass-fibre-
polypropylene yarns and the material properties of the single lamina were as follows: 
1 2 12 1221.5 GPa, 20.7 GPa, 1.86 GPa, 0.13.E E G  (4) 
The investigations show a very good correlation of experimentally or numerically determined and 
analytically calculated results. One exemplary result is shown in Figure 3. More results can be found e.g. in 
Hufenbach et al., 2010 and 2012. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally determined and analytically calculated strains along 0°- and 90°-radian for pure tensile load; 
specimen width w=150 mm 
 
3. Investigations on the applicability of an analytical model as a sub-model of a global FE-Analysis 
The authors see a great potential to use the developed calculation method as an analytical sub-model in 
combination with a global FE-Analysis (FEA) for notched structures. This approach will help to reduce the 
lengthy and tedious step of generating problem-adapted meshes  as needed in the FE method  and therefore, 
it will speed up dimensioning critical areas in MLCs caused by cut-outs. A further important benefit is the 
short calculation time which lasts only a few seconds for the sub-model. 
 
Figure 4 displays the actually chosen way to use analytic sub-modeling techniques within a FEA. The 
introduced steps are actual results of the ongoing research work and the details are presented here for the first 
time. Firstly, to get a rough overview on the general applicability of the developed analytical tool  simple 
uniaxial, uniform load cases like tensile, plate bending, shear and twist load were already investigated 
analogously to the procedure described in Figure 4, and numerically and analytically gained results were 
compared. The examined cases show a good correlation regarding stress, strain and displacement fields and 
their decay behavior around the notch. 
 
As a more complex example, the analysis of a notched, quadratic plate (800 mm x 800 mm) under a non-
constant boundary load is given. For the analytical sub-model, an area of 300 mm x 300 mm around the cut-
out has been chosen.  
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1. Example: inhomogeneously loaded anisotropic plate with a cut-out and a finite outer boundary
Problem: composite structure with combined
trapezoidal tension load in x-direction and
triangular tension load in y-direction
-model simplified as undisturbed plate
FEA of the problem with simplified coarse regular 
mesh ignoring cut-outs
Definition of a area around the notches in
such a way that the influence of the disturbance has
decayed on the boundary of this area.
Determination of the stress and moment resultants 
on this boundary
3. Calculation and display of local stress, strain and displacement fields around the notch
Transfer of force and moment resultants to
analytical model as boundary conditions on finite 
outer boundary
Calculation and display of local stress, strain and
displacement fields in the neighbourhood of the
notch with developed analytical model
Figure 4. Scheme of the principle procedure to use analytic sub-modeling techniques within FEA 
For the presented case study of a plane notched composite structure, some important benchmark details and
numerical examples are displayed in Figure 5 demonstrating the simulation efforts.
Developed analytical
calculation tool
boundary 
conditions
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Classical FE-Analysis Analytical sub-model within a global FE-Analysis
Convergence study
Relative fine mesh
48.000 elements
288.000 degrees of freedom
Coarse regular FE mesh
Ignoring the cut-outs
256 elements
4.998 degrees of freedom
Figure 5. Comparison of some details regarding the complexity between classical FE-Analysis and analytical sub-model technique within 
FE-Analysis
To verify the approach, the results generated by the analytical sub-model are compared to results from a
-Analysis of the notched structure using a mesh verified by a convergence study. Different uni-
and bidirectional load cases have been investigated whereof in Figure 6 and 7 a comparison of the decay 
behaviour of x-, y-, xy -distortions along different radians is shown. The analytical results are taken from the
analytical sub-model whilst the -Analysis. A good 
correlation of the results determined by the new approach of analytical sub-modelling and by classical FE-
Analysis can be observed.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the decay behaviour of distortions determined by analytical sub-modeling and classical FE-Analysis
(unidirectional nonlinear load case)
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Figure 7. Comparison of the decay behavior of distortions determined by analytical sub-modeling and classical FE-Analysis 
(bidirectional nonlinear load case) 
4. Conclusion 
For the problem of multilayered composites with circular or elliptical cut-outs and a finite outer boundary, 
an analytically based solution method for the stress-strain analysis has been developed. A number of 
experimental and numerical analyses were performed for the verification of the developed calculation methods 
and its implementation into a calculation tool. The comparison shows a very good correlation of the 
experimentally or numerically determined results and the results obtained by means of the developed solution 
method (see e.g. Grüber et al., 2007 and Hufenbach et al., 2012). 
 
Based on the good correlation, the combination of global FEA of notched multilayered composites with a 
coarse regular mesh and the developed calculation method using the stress and moment resultants of the FEA 
of an undisturbed specimen as input for a local analysis of the neighbourhood of the notch has been 
demonstrated in first studies. This approach will help to reduce the lengthy and tedious analysis of notch-
induced stresses and therefore, it will support dimensioning critical areas in multilayered composites caused 
by cut-outs.  
 
Actually in a second step the use of kinematic instead of dynamic boundary conditions is under 
investigation. Furthermore, 2- and 3-dimensional structures and combined loadings with increasing 
complexity have to be examined to ensure a satisfactory usage for notched regions in composite structures 
with arbitrary geometrical dimensions. The implementation of the analytical sub-model within the procedure 
of FEA is another part of the current work. The aim is a user-friendly work flow with fast data processing and 
transfer between the FE system and the developed calculation tool. 
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